Gronograss
Installation guide

Tools required

Components

Gronograss

Gronograss Weed
Membrane

Gronograss U Pins

Gronograss
Joining Tape

Stanley Knife

Tape Measure

Safety Gloves

Rubber Mallet

Brush

Steps
1

Prepare the base for your artificial grass, using Mot Type 1 and
Gronograss Weed Membrane, with the optional step of underlay.

3

Roll out your gronograss, being careful not to distrub the weed
membrane and underlay. Your artificial grass has a directional
pile, so it will need to face the same way if you have any joins.

2

Place the grass edging down. Ensure the edging is not higher than
the final grass line, this will allow the water to run-off turf.

4

Let the grass settle for a minimum of three hours, or if possible,
overnight. This will stop the grass from wrinkling or creasing.

4b

5

Join any pieces together, if required. Use our Gronograss Joining
tape and Bond glue.

6

After the settling process is complete, cut and trim the artificial grass
using a sharp stanley knife.

7

Pin your artificial grass down, using our Gronograss U Pins.

Finally, brush the grass up against the pile to bring the grass fibres
straight and upright.

Installation Check List
When creating the base for your artificial grass, dig 100mm into the ground and fill 70-75mm with Type 1 MOT and 25-30mm with Sharp Sand
Make sure the grass pile is facing towards your house or main viewpoint. If you are using 2 or more cuts, please ensure that the pile of each cut is
facing in the same direction
When trimming edges with a Stanley knife, make sure you only cut from the backing of the grass, and not through the grass itself
To minimise lines and allow for a natural-looking lawn, you should trim each cut 3 stitches in from the joining edge. Of one cut, remove the first 2
stitches and leave the 3rd at the verge edge. For the second cut, remove the first 2 stitches but leave the 3rd and the material between. Once this is
done, fold over the edge of the cut and roll the jointing tape down the membrane. Apply Grono Bond Adhesive in a ‘zigzag’ down each edge of the
tape, overlapping onto the membrane
Brush the grass regularly, we recommend once a week, in the opposite direction of the fibres
Regularly remove leaves and debris using a leaf blower, for best results, or a stiff brush
Use a light detergent, such as washing up liquid, and a stiff brush to thoroughly clean the grass. Do not use strong detergents, such as bleach
Apply weed killer to the whole area, twice a year to prevent weed growth

